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For Fantasy Grounds, you'll have to use the Fantasy Grounds' version of these maps - not those in
the PDF. Fantasy Grounds allows you to resize the map and adjust the "grid", but we've added an
easy reference to the settings we recommend for 5E. 5E Pathfinder style - Contains a 5' x 5' grid.
Sizable - Select one of these sizes for use in the Fantasy Grounds 'Map' tool: 2.5 x 3.0 inches For
other styles see: Choose the size to suit your play. 6 Sizes Available 6 x 8 inches 12 x 12 inches 30 x
30 inches

Features Key:
Intuitive Squad and Company Command – the basics of squad and company control with a focus on
tactics first
Master the chaos of combat – build experience, research weapons, unlock the right moves and
abilities for your enemies and allies
Plan your expansions – build a coherent defensive position from the ground up to plan your attacks,
defend vital areas and encircle your enemies
Keep your men from being killed by reducing their exposure time
Protect your equipment to keep it functioning
Divide and conquer your enemies with the option to checkmate with a well-placed artillery unit
Use a headset with controller support for the ultimate online experience

Features:

Command the most successful counter-insurgency war story of World War I
Experience the full depth of Company of Heroes 2’s engrossing game experience
Win the war over 14 historically significant campaigns on the European Front
Keep your men alive, build up an experience pool, research new weapons, gain faster armor repair
on your vehicles, and unlock combat skills in this historically-accurate game of survival, maneuver,
and intelligence
Offensive combat takes place on emergent battlefields, with a range of weather, terrain, and enemy
types, interacting seamlessly
Equip and research over 400 weapons, with new features and coming as the game update
progresses
Build and expand your base and passives to continually improve your strategy
Keep your engineers busy all day, or call in an engineering unit for close air support
Play from as any character on any difficulty
Load your game from the reliable BD disk and not USB, explore the world faster, or host a game over
the internet
Dual 13.3 inch displays ensure the immersiveness for a greater in-game and online experience
Bluetooth Mice, Gamepads, and Headset supported
Report game issues and problems directly to Relic today
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